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GraphOn Signs ISV Partnership Agreement with M-Power Software 

GO-Global Powers Web-enabled Access to Silent Manager ERP Application 

SANTA CRUZ, CA, USA – March 3, 2008 – GraphOn Corporation (OTCBB: GOJO.OB), a leading worldwide 
developer of application publishing and Web-enabling software solutions, today announced that it has signed an 
independent software vendor (ISV) agreement with Melbourne, Australia-based M-Power Software. M-Power 
will resell GraphOn’s GO-Global software to Web-enable its Windows-based Silent Manager enterprise resource 
planning (ERP) system for small- to medium-sized manufacturing companies. 

“We found that GO-Global’s simple and secure interface offers many advantages over Microsoft Windows 
Terminal Server, eliminating the need for smaller customers to initiate costly and complex changes to their IT 
infrastructure,” explained Nigel Davies, Managing Director at M-Power. “It lets us Web enable our product 
without the need for significant investment.” 

GO-Global is a fast and affordable remote application delivery solution that provides easy, Web-enabled access 
to centrally-running applications from any platform and operating system. With GO-Global, there is no need to 
modify existing applications for the Web or deploy complex infrastructure such as Microsoft Windows Terminal 
Server or Citrix. 

“As a result of this ISV agreement, M-Power instantly creates a Web-enabled ERP manufacturing solution that 
will help them penetrate a large target market not well served today by existing ERP systems,” said Tom 
Castanzo, GraphOn’s Business Development Director. “We are quite pleased to announce this mutually-
beneficial partnership.” 

“Our partnership with GraphOn is an important one for M-Power Software and for our customers,” continued 
Davies. “It allows our clients to benefit from the significant advantages of the GO-Global product, while backed 
by the strength and support of a world-leading company in thin-client innovation.” 

About M-Power Software 
With corporate headquarters in Melbourne, Australia, M-Power Software specializes in helping companies 
improve manufacturing to drive future growth. Guided by the principles of ISO9001:2000 and lean 
manufacturing, the company’s Silent Manager ERP system provides powerful and flexible tools for 
manufacturing companies to monitor, control, and improve production systems and workflow. For further 
information, call +61.3.9450.3939 or visit www.m-powersoftware.com.au 

About GraphOn Corporation 
GraphOn Corporation is a publicly-traded company headquartered in Santa Cruz, California. For over a decade, 
GraphOn has been an innovator of cost-effective, advanced solutions that help customers access applications 
from anywhere. GraphOn’s high-performance software provides fast remote access, cross-platform connectivity, 
and a centralized architecture that delivers a dramatically lower cost of ownership. The company’s solutions run 
under Microsoft (MSFT) Windows, Linux and UNIX, including Sun (JAVA) Solaris, IBM AIX, Hewlett-Packard 
(HPQ) HP-UX, and others. For more information, 1.800.GRAPHON or visit www.graphon.com. 

This press release contains statements that are forward looking as that term is defined by the United States Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. 
These statements are based on current expectations that are subject to risks and uncertainties. Actual results will differ due to factors such as shifts in customer 
demand, product shipment schedules, product mix, competitive products and pricing, technological shifts and other variables. Readers are referred to 
GraphOn's most recent periodic and other reports filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission.  

GraphOn and GO-Global are registered trademarks of GraphOn Corp. All other trademarks belong to their respective owners. 
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